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- Inclusive physics,
unpolarized, polarized and parity-violating structure functions

- Semi-inclusive physics,
fragmentation,
Sivers and Collins effects,
Transverse-Momentum Dependent parton distributions

- Exclusive processes and diffraction,
Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering, meson production

- Precision,
Bjorken Sum,                     , electroweak
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αs · ∆G

Physics:

Process: simulations and discussions



ep Physics Working Group
 
Thursday, December 11, 2008 – building 70, room 191
 
13:30-14:00  T. Horn           Update on simulations of exclusive meson production
14:00-14:30  J. Seele          Quark helicity distributions from SIDIS
14:30-15:00  X. Jiang          Enhanced strangeness sensitivity in semi-inclusive phi prod.
 
16:00-16:30  J. Qiu:             Single spin asymmetry in semi-inclusive D meson production
16:30-17:00  M. Strikman    Diffraction in ep at low and intermediate t
17:00-17:30  M. Diehl          Physics in semi-inclusive hadron production at high pT
17:30-18:00                         Discussion

http://eic2008.lbl.gov/~esichter/EIC-2008/agenda/ep/talks/mdiehl.pdf
http://eic2008.lbl.gov/~esichter/EIC-2008/agenda/ep/talks/mdiehl.pdf
http://eic2008.lbl.gov/~esichter/EIC-2008/agenda/ep/talks/mdiehl.pdf
http://eic2008.lbl.gov/~esichter/EIC-2008/agenda/ep/talks/mdiehl.pdf


Simulations: Joe Seele - SIDIS
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Simulations: Tanja Horn - exclusive meson production
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Theory: 

J.W. Qiu       -   Single spin asymmetry in semi-inclusive D meson production

M. Strikman  -   Diffraction in ep at low and intermediate t

M. Diehl        -  Physics in semi-inclusive hadron production at high pT



J.W. Qiu       -   Single spin asymmetry in semi-inclusive D meson production

Attraction of D-mesons



M. Diehl        -  Physics in semi-inclusive hadron production at high pT



Discussion:



Discussion:

LSS does not include RHIC data.



Discussion:
Major step in interpretation

Daniel de Florian - APS Spring Mtg. 2008,
de Florian, Sassot, Stratmann, Vogelsang - Phys.Rev.Lett.101:072001,2008

http://arXiv.org/pdf/0804.0422
http://arXiv.org/pdf/0804.0422


Discussion:
Major step and task ahead:

Precision: sound projections require theory and experiment to 
proceed hand-in-hand (Deshpande, Vogelsang, et al).



In summary,

- ep parallel session and associated discussions were useful,

- very valuable theory discussion, expect at least one simulation follow-up,

- steps in detector requirements have and are being made,

need to test all (more) channels against a fast-simulator (at minimum),

investigate resolutions,

A comment,

set the extra step(s) and document a la Caldwell et al.



BACKUP
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Kinematic smearing at a 10 on 100 GeV EIC collider for a 3% uncertainty in the electron 
energy measurement for the bin centers of a grid with two intervals per decade in Bjorken-x 
and four per decade in Q2.  One standard deviation variation is indicated by the read lines, 
except where it exceeds the bin size.  The electron energy is 10 GeV and the proton energy 
100 GeV.                                                   J. Reagan (SULI student, Summer 2008) and E.S.


